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MATHEMATICS 
ZEROS OF FUNCTIONS OF A QUATERNION VARIABLE 
BY 
L. KUIPERS AND P. A. J. SCHEELBEEK 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of September 26, 19;39) 
In the present paper we make some remarks on the zeros of a special 
class of functions of a quaternion variable (see (3.2)). 
I. Introduction. A quaternion is a hypercomplex number of the form 
q=w+xi+yj+zk, where w, x, y and z are real numbers and i, j and k 
are defined by the multiplication table 
X i j k 
i -1 k "-i 
j -k -1 i 
k j --~ -I. 
The quaternions q = w +xi+ yj + zk and ij = w- xi- yj- zk are called 
conjugate. 
By definition N(q) =qij=ijq=w2 +x2+y2+z2 is the norm of q. 
1- q Property 1. q- N(q). 
Since ij =1= ji etc., in general multiplication of quaternions is not com-
mutative. 
If however q1q2 = q2q1. q1 and q2 are called complanar (denoted by 
qt/ I I q2). 
For com planar quaternions the following properties are valid: 
Property 2: if q1 I I I q2, then x1 : X2='!/1 : y2=Z1 : z2. 
Property 3: if qt/ I I q2, then q1 +q2/ I I q1 and I I I q2. 
Property 4: if q1 I I I q2, then q1q2 I I I q1 and I I I q2. 
The set of quaternions can be put into one-to-one correspondence 'with 
the points of a four-dimensional space R4 oriented by a rectangular co-
ordinate system: a quaternion q = w +xi+ yj + zk corresponds to the point 
with coordinates (w, x, y, z). 
Property 5. If q1 I I I q2, then the points of R4 corresponding to q1 
and q2 lie in a plane through the real (w)-axis. 
2. The most general form of the linear function of a quaternion variable 
is: 
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(2.1) ! aqb+c, where a, band care arbitrary fixed quaternions. Special 
cases of (2.1) are 
aq+b 
qa+b 
aq+qb+c 
with the zero a.-lb 
with the zero ba-1 
. cb+ac 
w1th the zero- N(a)+2bwa+b2 (see [1], p. 237), 
where Wa is the real part of a, and where N (a) + 2bwa + b2 o# 0 [then 
N(a)+2bwa+b2=0]. If Wa= -wb; N(a)=N(b), then N(a)+2bwa+b2=0 
and aq+qb+c cannot vanish. 
Further it is known that quadratics 
aq2+bq+c, q2a+qb+c and q2+bq+qc+d 
in general have two zeros (see [1], p. 266 and 270). 
Unsolved is the problem, whether 
(2.2) (n;;;-3) 
(ai (i=O, 1, ... , n) are arbitrary quaternions) has at least one zero. It 
has been proved that if the coefficients ai (i=O, 1, ... , n) are complanar 
then (2.2) has n zeros which are complanar with the coefficients. The 
function (2.2) can then be written as a product of n linear factors. This 
result is due to HAMILTON (see [1], pp. 253-260). 
Shorter proofs (and more elegant than that of Hamilton) can be obtained 
by generalizing arguments leading to the fundamental theorem of algebra 
(see [2], p. 95, 96 and [3] p. 103). Here we show that Hamilton's theorem 
can be proved by a reasoning analogous to J. E. Littlewood's proof of 
the fundamental theorem. 
Proof. We suppose that f(q)=aoqn+ ... +an where q varies over 
the plane V corresponding to the complanar coefficients ai (i= 0, 1, 2, ... , n) 
has no zero; then since if(q)i is large when iqi is large it attains its lower 
bound, different from zero, for some value qo of q. 
We aim now at the contradiction that if(q)i is decreased, if q moves a 
small distance from qo in an appropriate direction. Let 
where 
~I I I qo and Ao=f(qo)o#O. 
Let Am be the first of At. A2, ... ,An that does not vanish. We take ~=f!C3, 
where 
(2.3) Ao+Amem=O. 
(2.3) has m roots (see [1], p. 251). 
Then if(qo+~)j=IAol (1-()m+O (()m+l)) is less than !Aol=if(qo)!, if (3 
is small and positive. Q.E.D. 
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That a function aq2 + bq + c can have more than two zeros is shown by 
the following example: 
q2+aq+b, a and b are real, a2-4b<0. 
Any quaternion Q=W+Xi+Yj+Zk with W=-ta, N(Q)=b (see [4], 
p. 13) is a zero of this quadratic. 
3. The zeros of the derivative f'(z) of the polynomial in a complex 
p 
variable z, f(z) = (z- z1)m1 (z- z2)m2 ... (z- zp)mP, n = 2 mj, are first the 
i=l 
points Zj, for which mi> 1, and second the p-1 zeros of the logarithmic 
derivative F(z)=d [log f(z)]fdz, or 
(3.1) P m F(z)= 2-1 • 
l Z-ZJ 
The location of the zeros of (3.1) in relation to the zeros of f(z) has been 
extensively investigated (see [5], Ch. I. II). 
Unsolved is the problem, whether 
(3.2) p 'fnj f(q) = t q-q,' 
where mk (k= 1, 2, ... , p) are real numbers and qk (k= 1, 2, ... , p) are 
quaternions, and q is a quaternion variable, has at least one zero. 
There are special functions of the type (3.2) which do have zeros. We 
mention 
Theorem (3.1). If the points qi (1, 2, ... , p) lie in a plane V of R4, 
p 
then the function rp( q) = f q ::q1 , has p- 1 zeros in V. 
To prove Th (3.1) we use 
Lemma (3.1.1). If q/ (i= 1, 2, ... , p) are the points into which the 
points qi(i= 1, 2, ... , p) of (3.2) are transformed by the non-singular linear 
integral transformation 
(3.3) q'=rxq+/3, q'=qy+{}, rx#O, y#O, 
then the zeros of (3.2) (if any) transform into those of the function 
p 
(3.4) f'(q) = t q~~i'. 
Proof. On proving the lemma we substitute Q'=rxQ+f3 m (3.4): 
Hence Q' IS a zero of (3.4). 
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Lemma (3.1.2). There is a transformation (3.3), in which two points 
A and B of R 4 are transformed into two given points AI and Bl. 
Lemma (3.1.3). A linear set of R 4 is transformed by (3.3) into a 
similar one. 
The proofs of the lemma's (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) are left to the reader. 
Proof of Th. (3.1). There is a transformation (3.3) which transforms 
the plane V into a plane V1 through the real-axis (according to lemma's 
3.1.2 and 3.1.3). By this operation the points qi (i= l, 2, ... , p) are trans-
formed into points which correspond to complanar quaternions. The 
transform of rp(q) has p-1 zeros in VI. From lemma (3.1.1) we infer that 
rp(q) has p -1 zeros in V. 
Remark. There are functions of the form (3.2) which have zeros not 
lying in V. 
Example 3.1. Let 
1 1 1 1 1 
rp(q)- q-1+i + q-1-i + q+1+i + q+1-i- q' 
then W6 j, -W6 j, W6 k, -W6 k are zeros of rp(q). 
Moreover this function has zeros in the WOX-plane. 
Now we give some examples of functions (3.2) with q1 (i= l, 2, ... , p) 
not lying in any plane, and which do possess zeros. 
Example 3.2. 
(3.5) 1 1 1 1 f(q) =- + ---: + ---; + -. q-1 q-~ q-1 q-k 
On solving equation f(q) = 0 we are led to the investigation of the following 
system of equations: 
~w-1 w w w =0 -+- +- +-N1 N2 Na N4 
X X-1 X X 
=0 - +-+- +-
(3.6) N1 N2 Na N4 I y +JL + y-1 + .1L =0 N1 N2 Na N4 z z z z-1 where Nt= N(q-qt), N1 +- +- + N4 = O, N2 Na 
or 
(3.7) 
(a)) (w-1)NzNaN4+ w N1NzN4+ w N1N2N4+ w N1N2Na=O 
(b) x N2NaN4+(x-1)N1NaN4+ x N1N2N4+ x N1N2Na=O 
(c) y N2NaN4+ y N1NaN4+(y-1)N1N2N4+ y N1N2Na=O 
(d) z N2NaN4+ z N1NaN4+ z N1N2N4+ (z-1)N1N2Na=O. 
For q=qt (i= 1, 2, ... , p) the function (3.2) is not defined. From this it 
follows that N(Q-qt)=I=O (i=1, 2, ... , p), when Q is a zero of (3.2). 
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Consequently the system (3.7).in the four unknowns N1N2N~, N1N2N4, 
N1N3N4, N2N3N4 has a non-trivial solution if and only if 
w-1 w w w 
X x-1 X X 
=0, (3.8) y y y-1 y 
z z z z-1 
or after reduction 
(3.9) w+x+y+z= l. 
Hence the zeros of (3.5) are points of the linear R3 through the points 
qi (i= 1, 2, 3, 4). From (3.7) (a) and (b) we deduce 
(3.1 0) wN1=xN2, 
or 
(3.11) (w-x)(w2+x2 + y2 +z2- 2w- 2x+ 1) = 0; 
so that (3. 7) can be replaced by the system of equations: 
(a) w+x+ y+z= 1 
(3.12) (b) (w-x)(w2 +x2 +y2 +z2- 2w- 2x+ 1) = 0 
(c) ( w- y )( w2 + x2 + y2 + z2 - 2w- 2y + 1) = 0 
(d) (w-z) (w2 +x2+y2 +z2- 2w- 2z + 1) = 0. 
Now we distinguish the following cases : 
a. w=x=y=z. 
From (3.12)(a) it follows that i+ii+H+!k is a zero of (3.5). 
b. W=X=yi=z. 
From (3.12)(a) and (3.12)(d) it follows 
\ 3w+z = 1 
( 3w2+z2-2w- 2z+ 1 =0. (3.13) 
Hence l+li+H+~k, j+li+H+lk, ~+~i+h+lk, l+li+H+lk are zeros 
of (3.5). 
C. W=X; W=/=y, Wo/=Z. 
From (3.12)(b) and (3.12)(c) it follows that y=z. Consequently 
(3.14) ~ 2w+2z= 1 ( w2+x2+y2+z2-2w- 2z+ 1 = 0. 
(3.14) has no real roots. 
d. W =I= X =I= y =I= Z. 
From (3.12) it follows that w=x=y=z. 
So the function (3.5) has five zeros. 
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Example 3.3. 
(3.15) 1 1 1 1 1 f(q) = q + q-1 + q-i + q-i + q-k' 
Applying the same method as above we find the following four zeros: 
· · e+1 k · e+I · I k e+1 · I • k e+1 , · e+e~+eJ+ 10e+1 , e+eH- IOe+1J•e , e+ IOe+1 ~·eJ+e, IOe+I ·e~ 
+ ei + ek, where e is the only real root of the cubic equation 
150 w3-70 w2+ 22 w-1 =0. 
Remark. Polynomials in a complex variable have the following 
property: The center of gravity of the zeros of the derivative of a polynomial 
f(z) is the same a8 the center of gravity of the zeros of f(z) (see [5], p. 41, 
Ex. 4). 
In example 3.2 the center of gravity of the zeros of the function (3.5) is 
the same as the center of gravity of the points q~ (i= 1, 2, 3, 4). This is 
not the case for the function of example 3.3 as the reader can easily verify. 
Finally we observe that the "center of gravity" property is invariant 
under (3.3). 
Proof. Let Qt (i= 1, 2, ... , k) be the zeros of (3.2). The center of 
gravity of the points Qt', the transforms of the points Q, by (3.3) is: 
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